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Affidavit in lieu of originals oci pdf

1. Open: . Click on 'go to step 2'.3. Click on 'download checklist'. A PDF checklist is downloaded. Click here for forms in the Forms section. Opens a list of forms to download.4. Download the following forms from the website (San Francisco jurisdiction only: Download the following forms from the website: 5. Then click go to step 5. Click on Go to Governemt of India Online OCI
Application Form: Pop-up asks wether to continue or not. Click on yes and fill out the form. Now you need to fill out, print and sign the OCI form online on the Indian government website. You need your child's fingerprint and photos (scanned copies in the dimensions described to upload them to the online app). Fill out part A and B of the app and return to the CKGS page to
continue finishing with step 6.6. Select shipping services in step 6.7. Finally pay on step 7: KEY THINGS TO NOTE: You will need original, self-atated or note certified copies of documents. Take a look at the downloaded checklist to find out which documents to get self-attested/note certified/sent in the original. San Francisco Jurisdiction does not require original documents please
send self-confirmed copiesPhotograph for OCI can not be the same photo that is already in the passportPhotograph for OCI can not be the same photo that is already in passport2 inches by 2 inches in size (80% face cover)2 Photos are requiredPhotographies can not be sewn and can not be taped with tape. PHOTO UPLOADIt should be in JPEG/JPG format onlyredituation max
should be 200kbHeight and the width must be equal to 200 pixels (width) x 200 pixels (height). OR Square size shape not less than 51 mm x 51 mm or 2 inches x 2 inches (with 80% surface coverage)The maximum dimensions are 900 pixels (width) x 900 pixels (height). Should be in JPEG / JPG format onlyclish max should 200kbThe size and width of the photo signature must
have an aspect ratio of 1:3Instous dimensions is 200 pixels (width) x 67 pixels (height)The maximum dimensions are 900 pixels (width) x 300 pixels (height). IMPORTANT You will receive a web reference number from a government website, which will now be the number to be used on the CKGS website to track the status of the OCI application. Enter your Web reference number
at the time you apply to CKGS. Please note that after completing the OCI online form on the GOI website, you must return to the CKGS website to complete the OCI application. Once the online process is complete, you will have to submit a physical application along with the required original and copies (certified and/or notified) by sending to the ckgs application center according
to the jurisdiction of the application. Arrange the forms, original supporting documents, and other documents in the same order as listed in the document checklist. Print 1 copy of the document checklist and prepare it for upload with the app. Read carefully the document checklist, which contains a list of documents, letters, originals/copies are required and the number of
documents needed to complete the OCI application before submitting. Review and check forms and lists. Check the boxes on the checklist for how to place documents in an envelope to submit a Complete application.Please note that processing of your application will not begin until we have received the physical application package at the CKGS Application Centre, otherwise the
application cannot be processed. Checklist: We don't need the following documents listed on the checklist (Only for parents without rend rending or naturalization or GC): #7, 13, 16-19 and 25.Docs needed according to the checklist (Whose parents are not subject to rending/naturalization categories). Only for San Francisco jurisdictions:1. OCI Application Form – Completed
online.2. Copy3 fingerprint scanning. Scan photos and Original4. Additional form data - original*- Downloaded in step 4 of the website5. Parental authorization form - Notarized*- Downloaded in step 4 from the website6. Copies of children's passports in the USA (Search the checklist of required pages) - confirmed by parents7. Visa copies of parents- Notaposed8. Parents Passport
copies (Look for a list of acceptable pages)-Self confirmed9. Baby's birth certificate- Notapoznano10. Address proof- For both parents- notaposed copies11. Marriage Certificate of parents – Notapoznano12. CKGS-Original*- CkGS Rensement Form Downloaded in Step 4 of the website13. Statement in place of originA- Notarized *- Downloaded in step 4 of the website14. If you
purchase a shipment from CKGS- Attach a payment receipt (received by e-mail); envelope in its own tone.15. Attach oci fee payment confirmation (received by email) Check again Sign in to your CKGS account for the OCI app. The page after logging in shows the items to download. You should be able to find one if you take all the steps, including the app on the Indian Govt
website. There are statement-in-place-of-originals for OCI renewal. Some documents are required for oci application. Photocopies of supporting documents must be clear and preferably coloured. The required documents are: OCI Application Form: Fill out the OCI Online application form. Once you have completed the OCI Online application form, you must print it out. Click here
to view the sample OCI application form. CKGS online order form - No form ckgs online, the application will be considered incomplete. Additional special form: Fill out the additional form and attach outside. U.S. passport or non-Indian passport - Copies of the following pages from the passport are required: A copy of the information page containing the basic data and photo in the
passport. A copy of the confirmation/correction pages. For a U.S. passport, the pages are 22, 23, &amp;24 (for passports that end on page 24) and pages 25, 26, &amp; 27 (for a passport that ends on page 28). What would you need if you were travelling outside the US? The peace of mind that comes with having travel medical insurance. Get Quotes Today Signature - There are
many places in the application form where the applicant must sign. If children under 5 years old are not able to sign, then they need to provide a thumb impression. Parents cannot sign with them. They must sign in designated places for father and mother. Minor children who are able to sign should do so. Signature information: Display or thumb signature should be in the box
provided. If the application is outside it, it will be rejected. Thumb sensations should be black ink. The applicant can not sign and provide a thumb impression together in the same field. In the case of minor applicants, parents must sign at the bottom of the form, even if they do not apply for an OCI. If only one parent is available, proof of death or custody of the minor must be
provided. Photos for OCI app - One photo is needed for part A of the app. The photo can also be uploaded online, but a printout is required. The photo should be 2A-2 inches, color, and front-facing photos of the applicant. See photo requirements Birth certificate - For applicants born outside India, a copy (not the original) of the birth certificate containing the name of the parents,
nationality and date of birth of the applicant is required. Original passport - The original passport of the applicant will be required after processing. Once the OCI card has been approved and you return from Delhi, India to the embassy/consulate, the applicant will automatically receive a notification and shipping instructions by email. At this point, you will need a valid original
American passport or non-Indian passport if the citizenship is not American. The U-Visa (OCI) sticker must be affixed to the blank page of the visa on the passport. The passport must have at least 2 blank pages and a minimum validity of 6 months from the date of application. PIO cardholders - An original and photocopy of the PIO card is required. Copy of naturalization certificate
– A naturalization certificate is required as part of the documents for the OCI form. If the applicant is a former Indian citizen or not born in the USA, a copy of the naturalization certificate is required. If the applicant has acquired more than one nationality after Indian nationality, he must provide naturalisation certificates or proof of nationality from those the applicant does not have a
naturalization certificate because he has obtained naturalization by his parents, copies of the naturalization certificates of his parents and a notation-certified written statement stating how naturalization was acquired by the minor without holding a naturalization certificate are required. The U.S. Naturalization Certificate should be called Former Citizenship as India. Certificates of
state Country of birth as India are not accepted. Proof of rending Indian citizenship - India does not allow dual citizenship. To apply for an OCI or PIO, the applicant must provide proof of rending Indian citizenship. The applicant may send the wailing documents and fees together with the application instead of first a certificate of rending. One of the following may be presented as
proof of rendemement: A copy of the wailing certificate issued by the Consulate in India. A copy of the Indian passport with a stamp indicating Canceled as the holder has acquired U.S./foreign citizenship. If applicants have not renduded their Indian citizenship, they may apply for a waiver by means of an OCI or PIO card. They can send documents in one envelope. The
documents required to apply for a waiver of Indian citizenship are: 1. The latest original Indian Passport - If it is available, then provide the following: 2 copies of the completed waiver form. Copies of the 1st 3rd and last 2 pages of the passport. 2. Copy of naturalization certificate - If the applicant does not have the latest Indian passport, the naturalization date will determine what
requirements are needed. Make an inconspicuate statement of loss. If the application is from Houston, a police report on the loss of the passport is also required. A copy of the applicant's Indian birth certificate or school leaving certificate or proof of former Indian nationality. If the applicant was naturalised more than 10 years ago, 2 copies of the recognised september certificate
form must be provided. Depending on the date of naturalization, the fee will be calculated on the Order Form. In this case, in addition to regular fees, a cancellation fee of 25.00 will be charged. If the applicant has been naturalised after 1 June 2010, 2 copies of the declaration of rending form shall be provided. Depending on the date of naturalization, the fee will be calculated on
the Order Form. In this case, a cancellation fee of USD 175.00 will be charged in addition to the regular fees. What happens if the applicant does not apply for a waiver of Indian citizenship? If the latest Indian Passport is retained for more than 3 years after the applicant has acquired the citizenship of another country, the penalty of USD 250.00 will be automatically calculated on
the order form. In addition, the penalty in $250.00 will be charged for any misuse of an Indian passport to travel at any time after obtaining another citizenship The maximum penalty will be $1250.00. The exception applies when the last Indian passport expired before 1 January 2005 or when the last Indian passport shows the Cancelled stamp. For more information, see the
penalty and fee flowchart. Proof of Indian origin - Applicants must prove their Indian origin in order to obtain an OCI. If the applicant was an Indian Citizen Indian Passport: If the applicant ever held an Indian passport, then a copy of the first 3 and last 2 pages of the Indian passport may be filed. If the applicant does not have an Indian passport, the following documents may be
submitted. The final decision to approve such documents as proof of address depends on the consular officer. A notified notapoznawn copy of the educational certificate issued by the institution in India. Land ownership certificate. Duly subdued statement on this matter. A copy of the birth certificate issued by an Indian official or judge with the appropriate powers. If the applicant is
not an Indian national If the applicants do not hold an Indian passport and claim that their parents or grandparents were Indian nationals, the following documents shall be attached: a copy of the proof of current and previous nationality of the parents. Birth certificate: If the OCI is used on the basis of the nationality of the parents, the applicant's birth certificate is required, which
shall state the name of the parents. If the OCI application is based on the grandparents of indian nationality, the birth certificate of both parents and the applicant is required. In addition, any of the following information shall be provided, which shall apply: Copies of the parent/grandfather certificate issued by the competent authority. Copies of the first 3 and last 2 pages of the
passport of both parents/grandparents. A copy of the parents' OCI cards. Any other document that proves Indian citizenship of parents/grandparents, such as a notaposed copy of a school certificate or land ownership certificate. The decision to accept these documents as proof of nationality depends on the consular officer. Proof of address - The proof of address should match
the address provided in the application form and the address provided in the prepaid envelope. The applicant can submit photocopies: Status ID as Driver's License. Do not cut the photocopy to reduce the size. Keep the original size of plain paper. The main utilities bill, such as gas, water or electricity bill. Proof of address of both parents and legal guardian can be presented as
proof of address for minors. College/university students living on campus can receive a letter from their university or educational institution with a lettering paper and address on it. Exceptions: Items such as credit card statement, bill telephone, post box address and mobile phone bills are not accepted as valid proof of Rename document - Renaming applies to former Indian
citizens. If the name on the U.S. passport differs from the name on the Indian passport or Indian documents issued by the Indian Government, one of the following documents is required: Official court order to change the name. Marriage certificate confirming the change of surname, if the name was changed after the wedding. Renaming as a result of naturalization. Proof of legal
status in the US - Do not send original proof of legal status, such as a visa or green card. Only photocopies are accepted: If you are not a U.S. citizen applying for your children, you must provide proof of visa/green card by attaching a photocopy of these documents. If you are not a U.S. citizen, you must provide a copy of your permanent resident card or green card (on both sides)
/ EAD / H1, H4, L1 / L2, J1 / J2, F1 / F2 etc. Change of address in India - If the address in India provided in the application form differs from the address on the Indian passport, proof of the new address in India is required. Prepaid Return Envelope - The envelope is for documents to be sent back to the applicant after consideration of the OCI application. Even if the applicant can
choose the application in person, it is always worth submitting a prepaid return envelope with the application. If an entire family of 4 members applies for the same service, only one return envelope is required. If there are more than 4 of them, 2 are required. CKGS will send only 4 passports per envelope. But if the family/group apply for different services, separate return envelopes
are required. Additional documents may be required depending on jurisdiction. Before submitting them, you must make a final check of the documents and photocopy. These.
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